
GATE (GANN Analysis Through Excel)  

Module 3 – Ranges, Calendars, Swing Predictor, Gann Emblem 

Know Your Time and Price Ranges (Cycles) – Trade with Confidence 

 

Traders can find repeating time cycles and to cluster these dates with Calendars. This makes it 

easy to see when a number of cycles are repeating within the same time frame. 

Maintain a Day Count Calendar for important Swings in a Market. This shows the trading time 

cycles from an important swing to a date, typically one month ahead in time. The Trader also 

specifies which cycles are to be highlighted on the Calendar making it easy to see when cycles 

are repeating. 

GATE maintains a Monthly Calendar which includes much of the information in the Day Count 

Calendar but also includes information about major ABC setups that are still active so that the 

time between Points A and B or C can be tracked in the Calendar. The monthly Calendar also 

includes the ability to include Dairy entries. 

Traders can find time cycles that have occurred frequently in the past. Through the use of 

“filters” the Trader can instantly see which are the top ten or twenty most frequently occurring 

time frames. 

Having identified a time frame that occurs frequently GATE can then extract all the Swing 

Points with that time cycle count.  

The cycles GATE extracts are for Trading Days, Calendar Days, Weeks, Degrees, Price and 

Ticks. 

GATE will construct Solar Degree Reference tables which are based on 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 

60 degrees and 90 degrees. Previous Swing Tops and Bottoms will be highlighted on these 

tables making it easy to see when past tops or bottoms align on a specific degree cycle. 

GATE calculates future and past dates using using the 360 degree cycle (full ½ ¼ and other 

fractions) and show swings these cycles going backwards and forwards. 

Module 3 covers the following functionality: 

 GATE creates a Day Count Calendar and highlights selected time cycles making it very 

easy and convenient to see time clusters as they occur during the month. 

 GATE highlights when a swing is made on the exact square of a number (for both 

Trading Days and Calendar Days) 

 GATE creates a Monthly Calendar which highlights important future dates, degrees 

from Swings, repeating time frames and any Diary entries you enter. 

 GATE extracts time ranges and counts the number of occurrences since the first trading 

day of that Market. These are weighted and sorted for further analysis. 

 Repeating Time and Price matrix - GATE creates a report that will include 50%, 100% 

and 200% past occurrences of selected Time Counts and Price Ranges. 

 Cycle Time Predictor – use past time cycles to predict when future swings may occur. 

 Degree Reference Tables – line up swings that occur on a consistent time cycle 

 GATE creates a Trading Day, Calendar Day and Degrees lookup table to easily extract 

the time frame between any two Swings. 

 Date Clustering through the use of a Calendar  
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Calendar (Future Dates) with Day Counts and Cycle Clusters 
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Lookup Cycle/Ranges between any two Swings 
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Find Cycles in the Market with Reference Charts that align Swings that follow a 30 degree or 

45 degree or 60 degree or 90 degree cycles 
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Find Cycles in the Market with Reference Charts that align Swings that follow a 30 degree or 

45 degree or 60 degree or 90 degree cycles 
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Find repeating Cycles (Calendar Days, Trading Days, Degrees, Price) 
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Easy to Use Data Filters to ONLY show the most frequently repeating cycles 

 

 


